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"A ship cannot cross the sea without a helmsman...nor can one defeat an enem! without tactics and
strategy. With these, and the aid of God, it is possible to overcome...an enem! of superior numberc... wars
are not decided by courage and superior numbers...but, by Generalship. If the teader of the Army faik, his
fall can open the way to complete disorder.,'

Emperor Maurice - a,Strategikon',

Byzantium, (582-602 AD)

In his ancient Strategikon, Emperor and battlefield
commander Maurice also described strategy as, r,the

points which a General must consider, before the
day of the battle." True. However, one of the primary
responsibilities of strategic leadership also is to look
ahead-l0 to 20 (or more) years-and determine
what the Armed Forces must do to achieve national
goals and protect vital interests.

Accordingly, a strategic vision for the U.S. Armed
Forces in the year 2020 should encompass three criti-
cal elements: a guiding statement of national military
strategy, an identification of the three most important
challenges confronting the Army, and the nature of con-
flict to be expected between 1993 to 2020 AD.

The New Era
To begin with, America is no longer on the verge of a

new era; it is here. We live in a fundamentally different
world than a mere decade ago. The change to be ex-
pected in the next three decades will be even more dra-
matic, principally as a result of the information age para-
d igm in  con junc t ion  w i th  the  NOVUS ORDO
SECLORUM.

Geopolitical Tiiangles: Economic/Military
As Mr. Thomas H Etzold described in Strategic Re-

vfew, Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War Col-
lege, in the spring of 1990-in effect, two geopolitical
triangles will emerge----one primarily economic and the
other primarily military. Economically, the United
States, Japan, and a combined Europe (dominated by
Germany) will stand out internationally. Militarily, the
most powerful states will be the United States, Russia,
and probably China.
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Worthy of note, only America u'ilt rank in both;
however, modern technologv u'il l be increasingly
available to all nations. Technologv ,*'i l l proliferate
while superpower influence diminishes. In addition,
worldwide population growth of 30 percent by 201G--
coupled with massive immigration from South to North
America and from Africa to Europe, along with rapid
liberalization-will further increase political unrest and
economic instability among nations.

Therefore, for the next several decades, it will be
possible to be an economic power without being a mili-
tary power; possible to wield great political influence
without the traditional corresponding military power;
and difficult to be economically weak, yet militarily
strong and politically infl uential.

American Strengths/Interests
With that in mind, as Dr. Colin Gray has so simply

pointed out, any statement of national strategy must
play to American strengths.

In short, U.S. militarily significant, vital national in-
terests are to-

. Protect America's territory, borders, and airspace;

. Prevent a hostile hegemonic power from rising (in
Asia, Europe, the Persian Gulf or Latin America);

. Defend access to foreign trade;

. Protect individual Americans abroad and at home:
and

. Maintain access to resources.

Challenges Confronting America's Army
Generally, according to the 1993 Joint Military Net

Assessment, the U.S. Armed Forces currently pro-
grammed are adequate to accomplish these national
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s€curity objectives with low-to-moderate risk, at least

through 1994. However, given the postulated national

strategy above as a beacon, and reflecting on the "cone

of plausibility" with regard to the past, present, and
future, it is not difficult to forecast the prime challenges
confronting America's Army during this period.

First, as a precondition, is the realization that the

Army must cope with a slice of a radically reduced
resources pie; the $305 billion fiscal 1989 DOD bud-
get may be cut to as low as $220 billion by 1997. Un-
der that "umbrella" challenge will be the foremost chal-
lenge to man and maintain a combat-ready force; this
challenge has been easier to accommodate in the short-
term as simultaneous, massive force reductions created
the ability to retain only the best troops. However, it
will become a double+dged sword. The declining stan-
dards of America's supporting institutions (schools,
family, society, etc.) and the liberalization of combat
qualification standards will combine synergistically to
yield a recruit/officer pool of lower intellectual, physi-
cal, and moral caliber.

The second challenge will be to adequately equip the
force so as to provide force enhancements, combat/
operations multipliers, and cost effectiveness in an aus-
tere funding environment. As before, the current eco-
nomic status of the nation, combined with decreasing
public confidence in all of our institutions, is making it
very difficult to maintain the standards of Operation
Desert Storm in the quality and performance in mili-
tary affairs.

In fact, each and every one ofthe services'Chiefs of
Staff testified before Congress, in early 1993, that they,
individually and collectivel5 feared the imminent de-
velopment of a "hollow force." For example, our
Army was the seventh largest in the world in l'990.
Today it is only the eleventh. The Army's budget for
modernization based on requirements identified dur-
ing Operation Desert Storm (ODS) is underfunded by

$1 billion. Naval forces that support the Army have a
budget shortfall of some $750 million and Naval Avia-
tion maintenance backlogs are accumulating (150 air-
craft,250 engines), while Air Force resources are cur-
tailed.

Consequently, the Army leadership must be concemed
that the National Command Authorities (NCA) and
Congress establish the framework for a prosperous
economy to support adequate budget requirements as
well as preserve a viable industrial production base (in-
cluding international leadership in research-develop-
ment and technology).

Third, and closely related to maintaining and equip-
ping the force, will be the challenge to improve the
capability for power projection; that is, to organize, de-
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ploy, and employ the right force and win decisively,
worldwide, on a timely basis. To be sure, the very im-
probable prospect of an unlimited, general, or nuclear
war certainly has already unburdened Army strategists
and logisticians. However, since the fall of the Soviet
Empire in L990, the still snow-balling democratic/free
market/social "revolution" can be expected to affect

virtually every notable country in the world by the year

2000, or sooner.
Consequently, the corresponding uncertainty and re-

sultant increase in the frequency of smaller major re-
gional conflicts (MRCs), United Nations/peacekeep-
ing, counternarcotics, humanitarian, and environmen-
tal missionswill continue to result in serious challenges
to Army resources. These challenges will continue on
an unprecedented scale of increasing magnitude, out
to the year 2020 and beyond. The nature of conflict
during this period will equal or eclipse the previous
historical leaps: from man and horse-to bullet and ma-

chine; from ground and ocean surface-to air and ocean

subsurface; from line--of-sight and dumb-to laser-
guided and smart; and from manual/voice to electronic/
digital.

New Technologies/Weapons Systems
The Army will be smaller by half, but will generate

geometrically more combat power and strive to deny
the enemy traditional forms of ground combat. This
will be achieved by leveraging key technologies to pro-
duce the integration and synchronization necessary to
develop a "digital battlefield"(see figure 1). On this
battlefield smart weapons are linked and unified through
smart people via a maneuver control system whose op-
erations are largely invisible to the naked eye.

The coming revolution will not be in weapons of
greater destruction per se. It will be in command of the
battlespace (CaI) and in processing information to dis-
pel or enable the commander and his individual sol-

diers to see through the "fog of war."
These capabilities are primarily derived from what

General Gordon R. Sullivan, Army Chief of Staff
(CSA), has called a "weapon"-the microchip/micro-
processor. That particular technology is already improv-
ing training and weapons, and will open the door to

new levels of electronic warfare.
Beyond that example, a host of other technologies

also are important. Some are existing and pervasive
like: data fusion, robotics and machine intelligence,
simulation, composite materials, passive sensors, and

fiber and integrated optics. These have enabled the de-
velopment of small, fast, lethal, and pilot-friendly at-
tack/scout helicopters that can reliably achieve kill ra-
tios of 18 to one against tanks/fighting vehicles. Oth-
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Conclusion
In closing and in summation, it is an indisputable fact

that America won the Cold War. But, that's not the
whole picture. America also has lost wars and will,
with great certainty, lose again. Colonel Trevor Dupuy
(USA, Ret.) accredits America's Army with seven vic-
tories, three losses, and one draw in a total of 10 wars.

With that in mind, America has been "luckier" and
more durable in her losses, than many other nations in
their victories. By any measure, this persistent long-
term success, despite episodic and catastrophic fail-
ure, is the result of the uniquely American "dream"

(read, vision) and certain enduring, core institutions.
Historically, it has been the American people-their
troops, arms, industry, power, values, and vision-that
established American leadership in the past, and pre-
eminence in the present. In the future, America can-
not fear losses. nor abdicate to lesser threats than she
has already defeated.

America must lead, and America's Army must con-
tinue to be both the core, and the spearpoint, of that
leadership through 2020 AD and beyond. The results
of recent combat operations and trends suggest that
ArmyAviationwill be the sharp tip of that spearpoint.

"...What America expects from guys like me, and people like you...is to protect and defend
the Constitution. There is no wiggle room...forget it! If you think for one minute...they witl
tolerate guys like me talking about, I couldn't do this...forget it! What they want front us is:
IN YOaR FACE,WIN! WIN!'

"That's what America expects from us. Did we win? Did we succeed ... without a lot of
excuses? This we'll defend...that's been the Army motto since 1775..J don't know what we'll
be asked to defend..J don't know where...but, the institution will be here. Part of our vision
for the future is a process to focus...control, direct, and understand change-a concept to
provide leadership, on the way to our Vision of the future of the Army.',

General Gordon R. Sullivan, CSA
USAWC, Strategic Iradership Conference, 1991
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